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Excited-state reversible geminate reaction. I. Two different lifetimes
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We obtain an accurate long-time solution for the diffusive kinetics of an excited geminate pair
dissociating reversibly in solution, where the excited-state lifetimes of the bound and unbound states
may be nonequal. We analyze the long-time asymptotic behavior, finding a transition between two
types of behaviors. In regionA, the excited bound pair decays ast23/2exp(2t/t08), wheret08 is the
lifetime of theunboundstate. In regionAB, the decay is a pure exponential. At the critical value of
the parameters where the transition occurs, we find at21/2exp(2t/t08) decay. These predictions are
tested against an exact numerical solution of the corresponding coupled partial differential
equations. For regionA, we supply an experimental example involving time-resolved excited-state
proton transfer from 5-cyano-2-naphthol to dimethyl sulfoxide. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-9606~99!51004-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Solution-phase chemistry provides several important
amples of reversible diffusion-influenced reactions in the
cited electronic state. One example involves excim
monomer kinetics, where a monomeric dye molecule, s
as pyrene, is excited and undergoes a reversible reactio
exciplex formation upon collision with ground-sta
monomers.1–5 Another well-studied problem is excited-sta
proton transfer to solvent ~PTTS! from excited
hydroxyarenes.6–13Both reactions are schematically depict
by the scheme

AB 
 A1B,

↓k0 ↓k08 ~1.1!

wherek0 andk08 are the reciprocal excited-state lifetimes
the bound and unbound states, respectively.

The initial state differs, however, between the two re
tions. In the excimer-monomer case, an unboundA molecule
is excited, with an initial equilibrium distribution ofB mol-
ecules around it. In the excited-state PTTS reaction, one
cites theboundstate. At neutral pH values, the concentrati
of protons~B’s! is so low that only geminate recombinatio
within the ~originally dissociated! anion-proton pair occurs
during the excited-state lifetime. Changing the pH allo
one to span a range ofB-particle concentrations, bridgin
between the geminate and homogeneous recombination
its.

For a ground-state reaction, one may setk05k0850.
Even for this simple case, it is possible to solve the diffus
equation for theA–B pair only in the absence of a potenti

a!Also at the Department of Physical Chemistry, The Hebrew Univers
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of interaction.14,15 With a potential of interaction, only the
long-time asymptotic behavior has been obtained in a clo
form. The probability for observing the initially prepare
bound state,p(* ,tu* ), is not exponential as predicted by co
ventional chemical kinetics. In three dimensions, it obeys
asymptotic power law8,9,16

p~* ,tu* !;
Keq

~4pDt !3/2
, ~1.2a!

whereKeq is the association equilibrium constant andD the
relative ~translational! diffusion coefficient ofA andB. This
power-law behavior, which comes from the probability of
random walker to return to the origin of its walk, indicate
that diffusion effects on reversible reactions in solution a
persistent.

For an excited-state reaction in the special case
k05k08Þ0, the asymptotic behavior becomes

p~* ,tu* !;
Keq

~4pDt !3/2
exp~2k0t !. ~1.2b!

It has been observed experimentally for fast excited-s
PTTS.8,9,12

The more complicated pseudounimolecular case invo
ing competition over binding between geminate and hom
geneous protons at low pH values has been stud
experimentally,11 simulated in one dimension17–20 and ap-
proximated by various theoretical approaches.16,21–27 From
the latter studies25,26 a consensus arises~however, see Ref
27! that the asymptotic approach to equilibrium for a un
form concentration,c, of B particles, becomes

p~* ,tu* !;F cKeq

11cKeq
1

Keq

~11cKeq!
3

1

~4pDt !3/2Gexp~2k0t !.

~1.2c!

,

4 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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Thus the power-law and exponential factors persist, but
prefactor now depends onc. Extension of these many-bod
approaches to nonequal lifetimes may be truly demand
Therefore we limit the present discussion to the gemin
case.

For PTTS from hydroxypyrene-trisulfonate to water,6–11

k0'k08 happens to be a reasonable approximation. Howe
this is not generally true. For example, the ‘‘super’’ phot
acid 5-cyano-2-naphthol~5CN2OH!28 can transfer its proton
to a variety of organic solvents.29 A recent time-resolved
study of this reaction30 revealed that the lifetime of the anio
is appreciably longer than that of the acid form (k0.k08),
particularly in nonprotic solvents such as dimethyl-sulfoxi
~DMSO!. Unfortunately, this case has received little, if an
theoretical attention.

The present work generalizes the theory of revers
geminate recombination to the case of two different lifetim
for the excited bound and unbound pair. It extends the p
liminary report of Agmon and Gopich.31 We demonstrate
that the long-time asymptotics undergoes an interesting t
sition, from the power-law behavior discussed above, to p
exponential decay which dominates when the lifetime of
~unbound! base becomes very short. In addition, we obt
an excellent analytic approximation unifying the behavior
both regimes for all times.31 It is compared with the numeri
cal solution of the corresponding Smoluchowski equat
and with experimental data for excited-state proton tran
from 5CN2OH to DMSO.

II. THEORY

A. The model

Consider a reversible geminate recombination reac
in the excited~electronic! state. In our model, a spherica
moleculeA of radiusa, which is electronically excited, in
teracts with a point particle,B. This interaction is compose
of two parts. Its physical part is a distance (r ) dependent
interaction potential,V(r ), which is given in units of the
thermal energykBT. The chemical part of the interaction
depicted by rate coefficients. The unbound pair may ass
ate~or bind! from distancer with a rate functionWa(r ). The
boundAB pair may dissociate, with a rate functionWd(r ), to
form a geminate pair separated to a distancer>a. As the
reaction occurs in solution, the particles diffuse~diffusion
coefficientsDA andDB), and their relative diffusion coeffi-
cient isD5DA1DB .

Previous work has shown that this seemingly sim
model describes remarkably well reversible geminate rec
bination in the equal lifetime limit.7–9 Molecular aspects, and
complicating effects such as vibrational relaxation, heat c
duction and rotational diffusion of the base, occur on fas
time scales. By the time geminate recombination takes pl
the A–B excursions are so extensive that translational m
tion appears diffusive and theA–B interaction—spherically
symmetric. In the present work, we extend the model
having the bound~AB! and unbound (A1B) states decay to
their ground electronic state with~possibly! different rate
constants,k0 andk08 , respectively.
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B. Basic equations

Let us denote byp(* ,t) the probability of finding the
~geminate! pair in the bound excited state at timet, whereas
p(r ,t) denotes the probability density to find the pair in t
unbound excited state and with a separationr . It obeys the
spherically symmetric Debye-Smoluchowski equation
three dimensions with the appropriate ‘‘sink terms,’’Wa(r )
andWd(r ). It is complemented by a kinetic equation for th
binding probability,p(* ,t). Hence we have

]

]t
p~r ,t !5Lp~r ,t !2@Wa~r !1k08# p~r ,t !1Wd~r ! p~* ,t !,

~2.1a!

]

]t
p~* ,t !54pE

a

`

Wa~r !p~r ,t ! r 2dr2~kd1k0!p~* ,t !,

~2.1b!

with a<r ,` and a dissociation rate constant defined by

kd[4pE
a

`

Wd~r !r 2dr. ~2.2!

HereL is the spherically symmetric Smoluchowski opera
in three dimensions, given by

L[r 22
]

]r
D~r !r 2e2V~r !

]

]r
eV~r !. ~2.3!

We assume thatD is independent of the interparticle separ
tion, r . A reflective boundary condition is imposed at co
tact, ]@p(r ,t)exp(V(r))#/]r50, at r 5a.

The experimentally accessible quantities are the bind
probability, p(* ,t), and the ‘‘survival probability’’ of the
unbound pair

S~ t !54pE
a

`

p~r ,t !r 2dr. ~2.4!

When k05k08 , the total probability of finding the geminat
pair in either of its two states normalizes as

p~* ,t !1S~ t !5exp~2k0t !. ~2.5!

It then suffices to calculate only one of the two quantities.
the general case of unequal lifetimes, such a simple relat
ship does not hold, so that both attributes have to be ev
ated.

C. Laplace transform

We begin by transforming to Laplace space. T
Laplace transform of a functionf (t), denotedf̃ (s), is de-
fined by

f̃ ~s![E
0

`

f ~ t !e2stdt. ~2.6!

For brevity, we introduce the notation

q~r ![ p̃~r ,s!, q~* ![ p̃~* ,s!. ~2.7!

Upon Laplace transforming Eq.~2.1!, we get

~s1k08!q~r !2p~r ,0!5Lq~r !2Wa~r !q~r !1Wd~r !q~* !,
~2.8a!
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~s1kd1k0!q~* !2p~* ,0!54pE
a

`

Wa~r !q~r !r 2dr. ~2.8b!

Substituting the expression forq(* ), Eq. ~2.8b!, into Eq.
~2.8a!, we get

~s1k08!q~r !2p~r ,0!2
Wd~r !

s1kd1k0
p~* ,0!

5Lq~r !2Wa~r !q~r !

1
4pWd~r !

s1kd1k0
E

a

`

Wa~r 8!q~r 8!r 82dr8. ~2.9!

This is the basic equation that needs be solved.
Before attempting a solution, let us further simplify th

equation by assuming contact reactivity

Wa~r !5
kad~r 2a!

4pa2
, Wd~r !5

kdd~r 2a!

4pa2
. ~2.10!

ka andkd are the association and dissociation rate consta
respectively. Upon substitution, this gives

~s1k08!q~r !2p~r ,0!2
kd

s1kd1k0

d~r 2a!

4pa2
p~* ,0!

5Lq~r !2
~s1k0!ka

s1kd1k0

d~r 2a!

4pa2
q~a!, ~2.11a!

q~* !5
1

s1kd1k0
@p~* ,0!1ka q~a!#. ~2.11b!

We are now ready to substitute the initial conditions
interest: The particles are initially either bound, (•u* ), or
separated to a distancer 0, (•ur 0). In the second event, w
have

p~r ,0ur 0!5
d~r 2r 0!

4pr 0
2

, p~* ,0ur 0!50. ~2.12!

Substituting into Eq.~2.11! gives

~s1k08!q~r ur 0!2
d~r 2r 0!

4pr 0
2

5Lq~r ur 0!2
~s1k0!ka

s1kd1k0

d~r 2a!

4pa2
q~aur 0!, ~2.13a!

q~* ur 0!5
ka

s1kd1k0
q~aur 0!. ~2.13b!

When starting from the~excited! bound state, one has

p~r ,0u* !50, p~* ,0u* !51. ~2.14!

Substituting into Eq.~2.11a! gives

~s1k08!q~r u* !2
kd

s1kd1k0

d~r 2a!

4pa2

5Lq~r u* !2
~s1k0!ka

s1kd1k0

d~r 2a!

4pa2
q~au* !. ~2.15!
ts,

f

Upon comparison withq(r ua), Eq. ~2.13a!, it is clear that

q~r u* !5
kd

s1kd1k0
q~r ua!. ~2.16a!

This result follows also from detailed balancing.32 In the
time domain it becomes

p~r ,tu* !5kdE
0

t

e2~kd1k0!t8p~r ,t2t8ua!dt8, ~2.16b!

which generalizes a previously derived convoluti
relation.16 Upon substitution ofq(au* ) and Eq.~2.14! into
Eq. ~2.11b!, we find that

q~* u* !5
11kd q~* ua!

s1kd1k0
, ~2.16c!

whereq(* ua) is given by Eq.~2.13b!. Thus the solution for
both initial conditions is determined byq(r ur 0).

D. Connection with nonreactive diffusion

We can rewrite Eq.~2.13a! in terms of the solution for
nonreactive diffusion, f (r ,t), in the sense that the
association/dissociation terms in Eq.~2.1a! are set to zero.
Thus f (r ,t) obeys

]

]t
f ~r ,t !5~L2k08! f ~r ,t !, ~2.17!

with a reflecting boundary condition atr 5a. In Laplace
space,g(r ur 0)[ f̃ (r ,sur 0) obeys

~s1k08!g~r ur 0!2
d~r 2r 0!

4pr 0
2

5Lg~r ur 0!, ~2.18!

with ]@g(r ur 0)exp(V(r))#/]r50 at r 5a.
With these notations, it is easy to check that Eq.~2.13a!

becomes

q~r ur 0!5 g~r ur 0!

2g~r ua!
~s1k0!ka

s1kd1k01~s1k0!ka g~aua!
g~aur 0!.

~2.19!

This extends a known result for irreversible associat
reactions,33,34

q~r ur 0!5g~r ur 0!2
ka g~r ua!g~aur 0!

11ka g~aua!
, ~2.20!

which follows by settingkd50 in Eq. ~2.19!. In the time
domain, this relation between the Green functions for dif
sion with radiation and reflective boundary conditions b
comes a so-called Dyson integral equation.33

We are particularly interested in the solution for the in
tially bound state, given in Eq.~2.16!. By substitutingq(r ua)
from Eq. ~2.19!, we find that

q~r u* !5
kd g~r ua!

s1kd1k01~s1k0!kag~aua!
, ~2.21a!

q~* u* !5
11ka g~aua!

s1kd1k01~s1k0!kag~aua!
. ~2.21b!
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The Laplace-transformed survival probability of the u
bound,A1B, pair

S̃~su* !54pE
a

`

q~r u* !r 2dr, ~2.22!

is then given by

~s1k08! S̃~su* !5
kd

s1kd1k01~s1k0!ka g~aua!
, ~2.23!

where we have used the fact that 4p*a
`g(r ua)r 2 dr

5(s1k08)
21, see Eq.~2.18!.

The problem has now been reduced to the solution
Eq. ~2.18!. In the absence of an interaction potential,V(r )
50, it is well known that35

g~r ur 0!5
1

8pDrr 0sS exp~2sur 2r 0u!

1
sa21

sa11
exp@2s~r 1r 022a!# D , ~2.24!

wheres is the positive constant

s[A~s1k08!/D. ~2.25!

In this case we have an analytic solution to the~Laplace
transformed! problem of excited-state geminate recombin
tion with two different lifetimes. By factoring the cubic poly
nomial in the denominator of Eq.~2.19!, it is then possible to
invert the Laplace transform,16 and obtain all the component
of the Green function for the field-free case.15 The extension
of this derivation to nonequal lifetimes will be given in Pa
III of this series. Here we focus on the experimentally r
evant conditions, which involve an interaction potential, a
limit the discussion to the experimental observables, wh
are the binding and survival probabilities.

In order to determineq(* u* ) and S̃(su* ), one should
know g(aua). For V(r )50, it follows from Eq.~2.24! that

g~aua!215kD ~11a s!. ~2.26a!

In the presence of an interaction potential, an analogous
lation,

g~aua!21;k2D ~11aeff s!, ~2.26b!

holds, but only asymptotically for smalls.34,36,37

In the above expressions,kD and k2D denote the well-
known diffusion controlled approach and separation r
constants

kD[4pDaeff , ~2.27a!

k2D[4pDaeff e
V~a! , ~2.27b!

respectively.~Note thatkD /k2D5e2V(a), hence detailed bal
ancing is obeyed.! In addition, we have defined the effectiv
contact radius, as customary,37 by

aeff 5S E
a

`

eV~r !r 22 dr D 21

. ~2.28a!

This reduces toaeff5a when V(r )50. The experimenta
data presented below involves an attractive Coulomb po
tial, V(r )52RD /r , for which
f

-

-
d
h

e-

e

n-

aeff 5RD /@12exp~2RD /a!#. ~2.28b!

RD is the Debye~sometimes: Onsager! radius. We will pro-
ceed to use expression~2.26b! for g(aua) to obtain approxi-
mate solutions for the reversible geminate recombinat
problem.

III. APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS

The present section is devoted to the derivation of
proximate solutions for~excited-state! reversible binding
with two different lifetimes, starting from a bound,AB, state.
We begin with the easier problem of determining the lon
time ~but not asymptotic! behavior of slow~dissociation! re-
actions. We will see how the familiar kinetic expressions a
regained in this limit, and introduce definitions for th
steady-state rate coefficients. We extend the derivation
obtain an excellent approximate solution valid over a w
time range, including thet→` limit. We show that in this
limit the asymptotic behavior exhibits a transition, depend
on the values of the rate parameters. We obtain the an
gous results for the alternative initial condition of a conta
pair finding that, when the lifetimes are unequal, t
asymptotic behavior depends on the initial conditions.
nally, the derivation is also utilized to obtain the absolu
fluorescence quantum yields.

A. Kinetic approximation

We begin by considering the reduction of the diffusio
problem to the more elementary chemical rate equatio
These are obtained by neglectingaeffs in comparison with
unity in Eq. ~2.26b! namely,

g~aua!'k2D
21 . ~3.1!

Our basic equations,~2.21! and ~2.23!, then simplify to

q~* u* !'~s1k01koff!
21, ~3.2a!

~s1k08! S̃~su* !'koff /~s1k01koff!, ~3.2b!

where we have introduced the steady-state dissociation
coefficient7,8

koff5
kd k2D

ka1k2D
. ~3.3!

After factorization, Eq.~3.2b! becomes

S̃~su* !'Z S 1

s1k08
2

1

s1k01koff
D , ~3.4!

with the factorZ defined by

Z [
koff

koff 1k02k08
. ~3.5!

Evidently,Z reduces to unity in the limit of equal lifetimes
Now both Laplace transforms are easily inverted,

p~* ,tu* !'e2~k01koff!t, ~3.6a!

S~ tu* !'Z@e2k08t2e2~k01koff!t#. ~3.6b!
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This solution is readily recognized as that of the rate eq
tions

d@AB#

dt
52~koff1k0! @AB# , ~3.7a!

d@A1B#

dt
5koff @AB#2k08 @A1B#, ~3.7b!

where we identifyp(* ,tu* )[@AB# and S(tu* )[@A1B#. It
represents the reaction scheme in Eq.~1.1!, where dissocia-
tion is irreversible and with a rate constantkoff .

B. Extended long-time solution

To obtain an approximate solution under more gene
conditions, let us extend the derivation from the previo
section. Since Eq.~2.26b! is valid for

0<saeff!1 ~3.8!

we utilize this inequality to replace (11saeff)
21 by

12saeff . Following the steps which have led to Eq.~3.2!
now gives

q~* u* !5@Ds21k02k081koff ~11saeff8 !#21, ~3.9a!

Ds2S̃~su* !5
koff ~11saeff8 !

Ds21k02k081koff ~11saeff8 !
. ~3.9b!

Thus the denominator of Eq.~2.21!, a cubic polynomial ins,
has been reduced to a quadratic polynomial. It assumes
simple form when we define a ‘‘modified effective radius
aeff8 , by

aeff8 [
ka aeff

ka1k2D
5

koff Keq

4pD
. ~3.10!

HereKeq is the equilibrium coefficient for association,

Keq[ka e2V~a!/kd . ~3.11!

Equation~3.9! can now be inverted analytically, as fo
lows. First, we evaluate the two roots of the denominato

s65
koff aeff8

2D
~216A11b ! , ~3.12!

whereb is the dimensionless parameter

b[
~k082k02koff! 4D

~koff aeff8 !2
. ~3.13!

For equal lifetimes,b524D/(koff aeff8 2). Equation ~3.9! is
subsequently rewritten as

Dq~* u* !5@~s2s1!212~s2s2!21#/~s12s2!,
~3.14a!

DS̃~su* !5koff ~11saeff8 !q~* u* !/s2. ~3.14b!

Taking Laplace inverses,35 we finally get31

p~* ,tu* !5
e2k08t

2 S f1~ t !1f2~ t !2
f1~ t !2f2~ t !

A11b
D ,

~3.15a!
-

l
s

his

S~ tu* !5
e2k08t

A11b
S ~11s1aeff8 !f1~ t !21

s1aeff8

2
~11s2aeff8 !f2~ t !21

s2aeff8
D . ~3.15b!

Note that the exponential factor involves only the lifetim
1/k08 , of theseparatedpair. The functionsf6(t) are defined
by

f6~ t ![ es6
2 Dt erfc~2s6ADt ! . ~3.16!

Erfc(z) is the complementary error function for a possib
complex argument,z, and erfc(2z)522erfc(z).

Note that in deriving Eq.~3.15!, we have not modified
the highest order term ins. Hence it goes correctly to the
limit p(* ,0u* )51 at t50. However, it does not possess th
correct short time behavior neart50, as it is valid for suf-
ficiently long times that obeyt@aeff

2 /D. However, if by that
time p(* ,tu* ) has not decayed much as compared with un
we might expect our approximation to hold for all time
Now, at short timesp(* ,tu* ) decays as exp@2(kd1k0)t#,
slowing down to exp@2(koff1k0)t#. Therefore, the approxi-
mation should hold over the whole decay range if the ch
acteristic decay time, (koff1k0)21, is long as compared with
aeff

2 /D. This occurs for sufficiently slow reactions obeyin
koff1k0!D/aeff

2 . Under such conditions, one might also e
pect that the kinetic approximation, Eq.~3.6!, holds for a
rather wide time window, up to~but not including! the
asymptotic regime.

C. Asymptotic behavior

While the above results are of general validity, they co
ceal an interesting property of the asymptotic behav
which undergoes a transition as a function ofb. To see this,
one can utilize the asymptotic behavior of the error funct
in Eqs. ~3.15! and ~3.16!, or begin with the Laplace trans
forms in Eq.~3.9!. The t→` behavior is determined from
that of the Laplace transform near its rightmost irregu
point, i.e., either near the branching points50 or near the
pole defined by the roots1 , when it becomes positive. It is
thus evident that a transition occurs whens150, namely
b50 or

k085k01koff . ~3.17!

If b,0 ~‘‘ A-regime’’!, both roots have a negative real pa
and the asymptotic behavior is determined by that of
Laplace transform nears50. Whenb.0 ~‘‘ AB-regime’’!,
the asymptotic behavior is determined by that of the Lapl
transform nears1 . At the transition, the average overa
lifetimes of the bound state (k01koff) and the infinitely sepa-
rated pair (k08) become equal. We shall now derive explic
expressions for the long-time asymptotic behavior in b
regimes. Note, however, that since Eq.~2.26b! becomes ex-
act nears50 ~and not nears1), our approximation is as-
ymptotically exact only in theA-regime.

1. The A-regime
The A-regime (b,0) extends the equal-lifetime cas

considered in earlier work.16 In this regime theA molecule is
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relatively long lived, and the asymptotic decay is controll
by the diffusing unbound pair, leading to power-law asym
totics. Sinces is the small parameter, one may neglect t
s2 term in the denominator of Eq.~3.9!, leading to

q~* u* !;
12Zsaeff8

k02k081koff
, ~3.18a!

Ds2 S̃~su* !;Z @11~12Z!saeff8 #, ~3.18b!

whereZ andaeff8 are defined in Eqs.~3.5! and~3.10!, respec-
tively. When the above equations are inverted, we get
following asymptotic behavior:

p~* ,tu* !;Z2
Keq

~4pDt !3/2
e2k08t , ~3.19a!

S~ tu* !;Z F11
Keq~k02k08! Z

4pD

1

ApDt
G e2k08t .

~3.19b!

This result is rigorous because it is based on taking thes→0
limit, for which the approximation inherent in Eq.~2.26b!
becomes exact. Thus in theA-regime, the bound state deca
with the lifetime of theunboundstate. Only the preexponen
tial depends onk0. Consider the asymptotic behavior o
p(* ,tu* )exp(k08t) as compared with that ofS(tu* )exp(k08t).
The first approaches zero with thet23/2 law, whereas the
second approaches a plateau (Z) from above, with the
asymptotic t21/2 behavior characteristic of irreversible re
combination. This latter aspect is similar to the behavior
reversible binding with quenching.12 Extension of the theory
to contact geminate quenching will be given in Part II of th
series.

2. The AB-regime

In the AB-regime (b.0), the behavior is controlled by
the boundAB pair. The diffusional motion of the separate
pair is of too short duration to influence the asymptotic b
havior, which becomes exponential. Heres2s1 is the small
parameter, so that one may neglect (s2s2)21 in Eq.
~3.14a!, which reduces to

D q~* u* !;1/@~s2s1!~s12s2!# . ~3.20!

In Eq. ~3.15!, one may neglect thef2(t) terms and substi-
tute f1(t);2 exp(s1

2 Dt). This gives

p~* ,tu* !;S 12
1

A11b
D exp@2~k01koff ~11s1aeff8 !!t#,

~3.21a!

S~ tu* !;
2

A11b

11s1aeff8

s1aeff8

3exp@2~k01koff ~11s1aeff8 !!t#. ~3.21b!

In particular, whenb@1, the binding probability reduces t

p~* ,tu* !;exp@2„k01koff

1koff aeff8 A~k082k02koff!/D… t# . ~3.22!
-
e

e

f

-

In theAB-regime, the asymptotic decay becomes pure ex
nential, although the exponent in Eq.~3.21! is only approxi-
mate. Note that while in theA-regime both species decay
with the characteristic lifetime of the unbound molecule,
the AB-regime they both decay with the overall lifetime o
the bound pair. Thus the species always decays with
overall lifetime of the long-lived molecule.

3. The transition region

The transition regime,b50, should be handled sepa
rately. Returning to the Laplace transform, Eq.~3.14!, setting
s150 and neglecting the terms (s2s2)21 and saeff8 ,
gives

q~* u* !;2
1

Ds s2
, ~3.23a!

S̃~su* !;2
koff

D2s3s2
. ~3.23b!

Settings252koff aeff8 /D, it is a simple matter to invert thes
expressions to yield

p~* ,tu* !;
1

koff
A D

paeff82t
e2k08t, ~3.24a!

S~ tu* !;A 4Dt

paeff82
e2k08t. ~3.24b!

Thus at the critical value of the parameters,b50, the expo-
nent is the same as in theA-regime, but the power law in the
prefactor has changed.

D. Initial contact pair

We can use the above results to obtain analogous exp
sions for a pair initially at the contact distance,r 5a. By
differentiating the convolution relation~2.16b! with respect
to t, we obtain the following connection between the tw
initial conditions:

p~r ,tua!5
e2~kd1k0!t

kd

d

dt
@e~kd1k0!t p~r ,tu* !#. ~3.25!

A relation of this type holds also in the pseudounimolecu
case of manyB’s.16,32,38Using it, we find that the approxi-
mation ~3.15! becomes

p~* ,tua!5jp~* ,tu* !

1FD2
„s1

3 f1~ t !2s2
3 f2~ t !…

koff aeff8 A11b
2

koff aeff8

ApDt
Ge2k08t

kd

,

~3.26a!
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S~ tua!5j S~ tu* !1
De2k08t

A11b
F ~aeff8211s1!s1f1~ t !

2~aeff8211s2!s2f2~ t !1
s22s1

ApDt
G , ~3.26b!

where j[(kd1k02k08)/kd is the ‘‘decay misbalance fac
tor.’’ Unlike Eq. ~3.15! which, for an initially bound pair,
goes to the correct limit att50, Eq.~3.26! diverges ast→0
and may therefore be used only as a long-time approxi
tion.

The asymptotic behavior is subsequently modified in
following manner. In the transition andA-regimes (b<0),
Eqs.~3.19! and ~3.24! become

p~* ,tua!5j p~* ,tu* !, ~3.27a!

and similarly for S(tua). In the AB-regime (b.0), Eq.
~3.21! is modified so that

p~* ,tua!5
kd2koff ~11s1 aeff8 !

kd
p~* ,tu* !, ~3.27b!

and similarly for S(tua). Note that for equal lifetimes, the
reaction is in theA-regime and Eq.~3.27a! reduces to
p(* ,tua)5p(* ,tu* ). Thus while for k085k0 the long-time
asymptotic behavior isindependentof the initial condition,
for different lifetimes it is not.

E. Quantum yields

Another quantity of interest that can be calculated fro
the Laplace transform is the absolute fluorescence quan
yield ~AQY!, which measures the ratio between emitted a
absorbed photons. It is calculated as the product of the ra
tive ~fluorescence! rate constant with the average lifetime
the excited state. When the latter involves two chemical s
cies, such as the bound and unbound states~from which it is
possible to collect radiation at different wavelengths!, two
corresponding AQYs can be defined,

w5kf E
0

`

p~* ,t ! dt, ~3.28a!

w85kf8 E
0

`

S~ t ! dt. ~3.28b!

kf and kf8 are the radiative~fluorescence! rate constants for
the bound and unbound states, respectively. The two i
grals represent their respective lifetimes. Due to the poss
presence of additional nonradiative processes,kf<k0 and
kf8<k08 . The accurate procedure for determining the radiat
rate constants then involves two measurements: A ste
state measurement from which AQYs are extracted, an
time-resolved measurement which gives the integrated
times.

Limiting our interest to the initially bound state, we ca
relate the AQYs to the Laplace transforms calculated in S
II D above,
a-

e

m
d
ia-

e-

e-
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e
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-

c.

w~* !/kf5 p̃~* ,0u* !5
11ka f̃ ~a,0ua!

kd1k0@11ka f̃ ~a,0ua!#
, ~3.29a!

w8~* !/kf85S̃~0u* !5
kd /k08

kd1k0@11ka f̃ ~a,0ua!#
. ~3.29b!

In the absence of nonradiative processes,k05kf and k08
5kf8 , and the AQYs normalize to unity,w1w851, as they
should. In order to calculate the AQYs in the presence
interactions, we use thes→0 limit in Eq. ~2.26b!, to write

f̃ ~a,0ua!21;k2D ~11aeff Ak08/D !. ~3.30!

When V(r )50, k2D5kD ,aeff5a and Eq. ~3.30! is exact.
For V(r )Þ0, it is a good approximation whenk08 aeff

2 !D. By
settings50 in Eq. ~3.9!, we can rewrite Eq.~3.29! as

kf /w~* !5k01koff ~11aeff8 Ak08/D ! , ~3.31a!

kf8/w8~* !5k08@11k0 ~12aeff8 Ak08/D !/koff # . ~3.31b!

This produces a new, useful approximation for the AQYs

IV. TECHNICAL DETAIL

We set out to test the approximate and asymptotic so
tions for reversible geminate dissociation against the ex
numerical solution of the partial differential equations~2.1!,
and compare them with experiments on excited-state PT
The numerical solution was obtained using the user-frien
Windows application for solving the spherical symmet
diffusion problem~SSDP 2.53!, which is described in Ref
39. The experimental data are from a recent study30 of the
photochemistry of 5-cyano-2-naphthol~5CN2OH!. We have
chosen dimethyl-sulfoxide~DMSO! as a solvent because, i
contrast with some protic solvents, 5CN2OH in DMSO do
not seem to be strongly quenched by protons. Below we g
a brief description of the experimental and data fitting p
cedures.

A. Experimental data collection and manipulation

DMSO ~Merck, max 0.03% H2O) was found to be free
of fluorescent impurities and was used as supplied. 5CN2
was synthesized by Tolbert and co-workers as previou
described.28 Fluorescence spectra of 5CN2OH in dilute~non-
deoxygenated! DMSO solutions were recorded on a SLM
AMINCO-Bowman 2 luminescence spectrometer, and c
rected for instrumental factors using files supplied by
manufacturer.

Fluorescence quantum yields were determined using
lute solutions of anthracene in aerated ethanol~EtOH! as a
standard reference. Quantum yields were subsequently ca
lated from the expression40

w5
F

F ref

Aref

A FnD~DMSO!

nD~EtOH! G2

w ref , ~4.1!

where w ref50.28 is the fluorescence quantum yield of a
thracene in ethanol,41 nD(EtOH)51.3594 andnD(DMSO)
51.4773 are the refractivity indices of EtOH and DMSO
respectively.42 F andF ref are the areas under the fluorescen
spectra of 5CN2OH~in DMSO! and anthracene~in ethanol!,
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TABLE I. Parameters used in fitting the time-resolved fluorescence decay of 5CN2OH in DMSO to the so
of Eq. ~2.1!.

a, Å RD , Å DH1 , cm2/s DRO2 , cm2/s 1/k0, ns 1/k08 , ns 1/kd , ns ka , Å3/ns

5.5 12.1 0.65•1025 0.35•1025 5.7 22.5 4.0 456
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measured under the same conditions.A andAref are the cor-
responding absorbance of the two molecules, recorded
Perkin-Elmer 551S UV-Vis spectrophotometer at the exc
tion wavelength~342 nm!.

The steady-state fluorescence spectra are prese
elsewhere.28,29 They do not depend on the excitatio
wavelength.29 The emission exhibits two peaks, one arou
398 and another at 543 nm. These peaks are attribute

fluorescence from the acid (R* OH) and anion (R* O2)
forms, respectively.28

To observe PTTS in the time-domain, the sample w
excited by a ps laser at about 295 nm~the doubled frequency
of Rhodamine 6G dye laser, driven by a Nd:YAG lase!,
which corresponds to theS0→S2 electronic transition. It ap-
pears that ultrafast relaxation to the vibrationally equilibra
S1 state occurs, since PTTS rates do not depend on the
citation wavelength.30

Transient fluorescence data were collected at 370

(R*OH) and 570 nm (R*O2) using the time-correlated
single-photon-counting system in Huppert’s lab.30 The tem-
perature wasT529361 K. The instrument response func
tion ~IRF! has a full width at half maximum~FWHM! of
about 40 ps. The full scale was 50 ns, corresponding to 4
ps/channel. Measurement at the R* OH wavelength was im-
mediately followed by a second measurement at the R* O2

wavelength, so that the two time axes coincide. The maxi
number of counts reached about 35 000 and 3000 count
the acid and anion forms, respectively. The smaller co
levels for R*O2 are due to its much slower decay.

To facilitate visualization of the long-time behavior, w
have smoothed the experimental data using a simple rou
which averages~iteratively! adjacent data points. This elim
nates the highest frequency noise, but does not other
influence the center of gravity of the experimental data. T
counts were then subtracted as a constant background.
zero ~for both R*OH and R*O2) was set to one channe
before the peak of the R*OH signal. The intensities of both
decay signals, which are recorded in arbitrary count nu
bers, were normalized to the corresponding theoret
curves.

B. Theoretical fitting procedures

The experimental data were fitted to the numerical so
tion of the transient Smoluchowski equation~2.1! using
SSDP version 2.53.39 The parameters used are collected
Table I. Most of the parameters~except two! were estimated
from literature values as follows.
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The contact radius,a55.5 Å, is a typical literature
value.7 The Debye radius,RD , was calculated from

RD5
uz1z2ue2

«kBT
, ~4.2!

wherez151, z2521 are the charges of the proton and a
ion, respectively.e is the electronic charge,«546.7 is the
~static! dielectric constant of room temperature DMSO.42

The diffusion constant of the proton in DMSO,DH1 ,
has been estimated from mobility data43 and extrapolated to
infinite dilution. The diffusion constant for the anion,DRO2 ,
in water was assumed to be about 0.7531025 cm2/s. This
value is within the range of 0.55– 0.9531025 cm2/s ob-
served for various aromatic compounds.44 It was scaled to
DMSO by the viscosity ratio of the two solvents
hH2O/hDMSO50.9/2.0. The relative diffusion coefficient,D

5DH11DRO2 , was subsequently used in the program.
The excited-state lifetime of the anion,t0851/k08 , was

determined directly from the long-time exponential decay
the R*O2 fluorescence signal~see below!. Determination of
the R*OH lifetime, t0, is more problematic, because o
PTTS. Measurements under acidic conditions could lead
quenching by protons. We have therefore used the m
decay component of 5-cyano-2-methoxynaphthalene~from
which no PTTS is possible!. Our experience with solvents t
which 5CN2OH does not transfer its proton is that the d
ference in R*OH lifetimes between 5CN2OH and its meth
oxy derivative does not exceed 10%.

The SSDP program was propagated for the above
rameters, on a spatial grid extending froma55.5 to 1000 Å
~which, for the present parameters is essentially infinity! us-
ing 500 grid points~0.5 Å/point!, and a logarithmic time
scale~from 5 ps to 100 ns!. The two contact rate paramete
were adjusted manually. In our previous notations,7 these
parameters arekd5kd and k r5ka /(4pa2). We usually
started withka50, adjustingkd to the initial decay. Thenka

was gradually increased until the nonexponential tail w
adequately fitted. Both acid and anion signals were fit
with the same parameter set.

For the present parametersb52467, so that a complex
error-function routine is required for evaluating the lon
time solution in Eq.~3.15!. This routine is based on Eq
~7.1.29! of Ref. 45 and calls, in turn, a real double-precisi
error-function routine from the IMSL library.

In the present work we have not convoluted the cal
lated curves with the IRF, because we focus on the long-t
behavior, which is unaffected by convolution. This way t
theoretical curves retain their identity, unmodified by conv
lution.
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V. RESULTS

We shall now compare the exact numerical solution
excited-state reversible geminate dissociation with the
proximate and asymptotic analytic solutions and with tra
sient experimental data for PTTS from a ‘‘super’’ photoac
to DMSO. We will also utilize the measured AQYs to es
mate the radiative lifetimes of the acid and anion.

A. Comparison with theory

The main theoretical results of this work include the an
lytic approximation, Eq.~3.15!, and its asymptotic behavior
These are compared in Fig. 1 with the exact numerical s
tion of Eq. ~2.1! for the binding probability,p(* ,tu* ). The
bold lines represent this numerical solution for the para
eters of Table I, but with different values oft0851/k08 . The
critical value ofb50 is obtained, according to Eq.~3.17!,
for t0852.654 ns. Longer lifetimes correspond to regimeA,
whereas shorter lifetimes—to theAB regime. The calculated
binding probabilities have been multiplied by exp(t/t08) and
displayed on a log-log scale. This is convenient for visua
ing the asymptotic behavior in regimeA.

The analytic approximation of Eq.~3.15a! is depicted by
the dashed curves. For the present parameters, this app
mation is surprisingly good, as it is almost indistinguisha
from the exact results for all values ofk08 . Its asymptotic
behavior is shown by the dash-dotted lines in Fig. 1. In
gime A, the decay is a power law, Eq.~3.19a!. It is depicted
by straight lines in a log-log scale. At the critical value
t0852.654 ns, the transition from thet23/2 to a t21/2

asymptotic decay, Eq.~3.24a!, is clearly evident. In contras
to the A-regime, where the limiting behavior sets in on
asymptotically, in theAB-regime the asymptotic exponenti

FIG. 1. Decay of the initial bound state in reversible diffusion-influenc
dissociation with two different lifetimes. Lines are the numerical solution
Eq. ~2.1! for the parameters of Table I and the values oft08 indicated~in ns!.
Dashed curves are the analytical approximation of Eq.~3.15a!. Dash-dotted
lines are its asymptotic behavior discussed in the sequel.
r
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decay of Eq.~3.21a! appears to hold over a wide time rang
However, as seen from the figure, the value of the expon
is only approximate.

B. Comparison with experiment

Figure 2 compares experimental fluorescence data f
excited 5CN2OH in DMSO~points! with the numerical so-
lution of Eq. ~2.1! ~full lines!. The decaying curve is the
R*OH signal @ I (t)5p(* ,tu* )#, whereas the rising curve i
the R* O2 signal @ I (t)5S(tu* )#. These signals were multi
plied by exp(t/t08), wheret08522.5 ns is the lifetime of the
excited anion. Other parameters used in our fitting rout
are summarized in Table I~see discussion in Sec. IV B!. The
theoretical curves were not convoluted with the IRF, hen
the discrepancy at short times~which can be eliminated by
proper convolution!. With b52467, these data are we
within the A-regime.

Consider the behavior of the separated pa
S(tu* )exp(t/t08). The analytical approximation, Eq.~3.15b!,
drawn as a dashed line, is almost indistinguishable from
exact numerical result~and from the experimental data!. The
dash-dot and dash-dot-dot curves show one and two te
from the asymptotic behavior, Eq.~3.19b!. In particular, the
dash-dotted line shows its limiting value,Z, cf. Eq. ~3.5!.
The fact that the experimental data rise to a constant pla
verifies the determination oft08 . Note howS(tu* ) crosses
this limit and converges to it from above. It thus go
through a maximum, which in the present case is very lo
and cannot be resolved experimentally.

Figure 3 shows the R*OH decay on a log-log scale. Th
exact solution is shown by the bold curve. The approxim
analytic solution, Eq.~3.15!, is almost indistinguishable from
it. It is not shown here, because it was already depicted
Fig. 1. Instead, we show by a dashed line the exponen
solution, Eq.~3.6a!, of the kinetic equation~3.7!. Evidently,
this solution cannot approach the correct asymptotic beh

f

FIG. 2. Excited-state proton transfer from 5-cyano-2-naphthol to DMS
Points are the transient fluorescence data~Ref. 30! for the excited acid
~decaying signal! and anion~rising signal!. Lines are the numerical solution
of Eq. ~2.1! with the parameters of Table I. The dashed curve is our anal
approximation for the anion signal, see Eq.~3.15b!. It nearly coincides with
the full line. Dash-dotted lines represent its long-time asymptotic limits. S
text for additional detail.
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ior of Eq. ~3.19a!, which is shown by the dash-dot line.
gives the correct short-to-intermediate time behavior,
does not describe correctly even the approach to
asymptotic behavior.

The binding probability for a pair initially at the contac
distance is shown in Fig. 4.p(* ,tua) starts from zero and
increases to a maximum due to binding. This region is
well reproduced by the analytic approximation in E
~3.26a!, which is nevertheless a useful long-time soluti
~dashed curve!. The asymptotic behavior of Eq.~3.27a! is
shown by the dash-dot line. Its amplitude is larger than t
of p(* ,tu* ) by the factorj: This contrasts with the equa
lifetime case, where both initial states decay with the ide
cal asymptotic law of Eq.~3.19a!. Note that the experimenta
data in Fig. 3 do not show the initial increase predicted
p(* ,tua). Thus under our experimental conditions, t

FIG. 3. Decay of 5CN2OH acid fluorescence signal by proton transfe
DMSO, Fig. 2, displayed on a log-log scale. The line is the exact nume
solution, using parameters from Table I. The dashed line is the kin
approximation, Eq.~3.6a!. The dash-dotted line is the analytic asympto
behavior, Eq.~3.19a!.

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3, for a contact initial condition. Dashed line is
analytic long time solution of Eq.~3.26a!. Dash-dotted line is the asymptoti
behavior, Eq.~3.27a!. Our PTTS data do not correspond to this initial co
dition.
t
e

t
.

t

i-

r

excited-state PTTS reaction starts from the equilibra
bound state.

C. Quantum yields

The absolute fluorescence quantum yields~AQYs! are
related to the area under the decay curves by Eqs.~3.28!.
These areas can be calculated from our time-resolved d
either numerically or from Eq.~3.31!. To three-digit accu-
racy, both routes lead to the same results (wt f in Table II!.
Thus Eq.~3.31! provides a useful approximation to the ar
under the decay curves. The experimentally determi
AQYs ~see Sec. IV A for detail! are also given in the table
The two data together provide the most reliable estimate
the radiative fluorescence lifetimes of the acid and anion,
Table II. Upon comparison with the observed excited-st
lifetimes, t0 and t08 ~Table I!, it becomes evident that non
radiative processes in DMSO are more pronounced for
acid than for the anion.

VI. CONCLUSION

The present work has extended the theory of revers
diffusion-influenced reactions of geminate pairs16 to the case
of two different excited-state lifetimes.31 Since different life-
times represent the typical situation in photochemical re
tivity, this generalization is an essential step toward a rea
tic description of the transient behavior. Mathematically,
have first obtained the complete Laplace transformed s
tion in the case of a vanishing interaction potential, and
approximate solution in the presence of interactions. B
transforms may be inverted analytically. The exact field-fr
solution will be discussed and analyzed in Part III of th
series. For the case of an interaction potential, which is
portant experimentally, we have obtained a surprisingly
curate approximation for the time dependence of the bind
and survival probabilities of an initially bound pair. Th
analytical solution, overlooked by previous treatments of
versible geminate recombination, could serve to fit expe
mental data in future work. So far, this was achieved b
manual adjustment of the parameters in the partial differ
tial equation~2.1!.

We have subsequently analyzed the asymptotic lo
time behavior ofp(* ,tu* )exp(t/t08), finding that it exhibits a
transition between exponential~regionAB! and t23/2 ~region
A! behaviors. At the transition, a third type of asympto
behavior takes place. These findings were verified in co
parison with an exact numerical solution of the correspo
ing Smoluchowski equation~2.1!. For nonequal lifetimes we
find that the asymptotic behaviordoes dependon the initial
condition. It is interesting to note that a transition in the lo

o
al
ic

e

TABLE II. Absolute quantum yields and fluorescence lifetimes f
5CN2OH in DMSO.

Species w t f , ns w t f , ns

R*OH 2.58 0.14 18

R*O2 12.3 0.33 38
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time behavior as a function of the relative excited-state l
times was previously suggested for the excitation tran
reactionA* 1B
A1B* .46

The above achievements are not merely a theoretica
riosity; we have produced a clear experimental indication
the applicability of the theory in theA-regime. Although
more accurate measurements to longer times could be us
the example of excited-state proton transfer to solv
~DMSO! from an excited hydroxyaryl compound~5CN2OH!
fits the predicted behavior very nicely. Diffusion thus exe
more profound effects on fast chemical reactions than pr
ously anticipated. Its clear manifestation is only a matter
accurate experimentation. The challenge remains, for the
perimentalist, to find a system which exhibits the transit
between the different regimes analyzed in this work.
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